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Lori Kirkpatrick (DISD District 2) 
 
Kirkpatrick is a Dallas ISD parent and a supporter of public education at large but did not communicate 
a depth of understanding of critical challenges in Dallas ISD 

Overall Score  C- 

Critical Trait Description Grade 

Experience Does the candidate have a history of successful experience with related problem solving? Does the candidate bring a valuable perspective to the board?  C- 

Board Governance Does the candidate appreciate the distinction between setting policy for administration vs. micromanaging administration? Is the candidate clearly anchored by an 
awareness of the challenges facing DISD? 

D 

Independence  Will student achievement unequivocally drive the candidate’s decision making, or will non-student factors play a disproportionate role in the candidate’s decision 
making? 

D 

Urgency Does the candidate approach Dallas ISD’s student achievement challenges with a sense of urgency?  Does the candidate have a tangible action plan for improving 
DISD performance? 

D 

Community 
Awareness 

Does the candidate understand the board’s job relative to the work of others and know the tools at the board’s disposal? Does/will the candidate actively and 
meaningfully learn and share information with the community to improve DISD performance? 

C 

Knowledge Does the candidate fundamentally understand Dallas ISD’s student achievement challenges? Is candidate knowledgeable about potential solutions and related 
arguments? Is the candidate well-informed about school governance issues? 

F 

 

Strengths Concerns 

Community awareness. Kirkpatrick's longtime role as a 
Physician Assistant at Parkland requires empathy with patients 
from diverse backgrounds. Her work provides a window into 
student experiences outside of Lakewood, giving her added 
awareness of experiences and challenges across the district.  

Steep learning curve. Based on her questionnaire responses and interview, DKF believes Kirkpatrick would need to 
endure a significant learning curve before she could meaningfully serve 158,000 students and 10,000 teachers with a 
large operating budget of $1.4B. Kirkpatrick did not communicate a deep understanding of critical district challenges 
relating to improving student achievement and would be new to problem-solving and policy-setting in an organization 
the size of Dallas ISD.  

 Vague goals with no policy prescriptions. Kirkpatrick did not communicate specific plans for impacting the district. 
Nor did Kirkpatrick identify any issues about which she feels strongly. Kirkpatrick indicated her top goal as a Trustee is 
to increase district funding. In this regard, she indicated a desire to work with state officials, but we did not hear a 
strategy for doing so. Further, the DKF panel did not sense Kirkpatrick is ready to address controversial issues. She 
indicated she would not have allowed local citizens to vote on tax rate change to avoid controversial. Similarly, 
Kirkpatrick does not support the current teacher evaluation system, does not support going back to the previous 
evaluation system, and did not appear to have recommendations about alternative systems. 

 Board governance and micromanagement concerns. Kirkpatrick’s experience regarding the roles of management vs. 
the trustee role appears limited. She may be prone to ad hoc interactions with staff members of various levels. 

 


